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Pthreads: Once thread completed it goes to next

available thread in the queue I know that
std::thread go to next available thread in the

queue so this fact doesnt matter. My question is
what happens if we send a message to a running

thread which is already in the queue? For
example, in the thread void thread_function(){

sendMessage(...); /*Do some computation*/
sendMessage(...); } what happens if the thread is

already in the queue in the sendMessage
function? Will it be still queued or skip it? A: The
std::thread API as of C++11 is a bit confusing.

There are two queues: std::thread::~thread
method returns a pointer to a std::thread object

that's been constructed on the call stack.
std::thread::run method returns a pointer to a

std::thread object that's already running. //
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generic queue // (deleted by ~thread() // returns
null if there's no thread) template

thread::value_type* run(T t); // note: the queue
can contain other types than thread, don't

assume it's a std::thread template
thread::value_type* run(F&& f, Args&&... args); //
thread pool // (deleted by ~thread() // returns null

if there's no thread) thread::shared_ptr
make_thread(thread::func_base f,

thread::arg_base arg = thread::arg_base()); This
gets very important to understand when you
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